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Visit Wine Estates in Vienna
Taste the traditional “Wiener Gemischter Satz DAC”

Vienna, Austria – the only capital in the world with significant wine industry delivers wines
which enjoy nowadays cult status and are listed in gourmet restaurants.
612 hectares of planted vines within the city limits play a significant
economical role, provide a sustainable amount of greenery around the
city, and form the basis for high quality wines. The “Wiener Gemischter
Satz” is one of the most traditional varieties. This field blend has
undergone a long-deserved renaissance and enjoys today a real cult
status.

“Wiener Gemischter Satz” - a uniqueness of Vienna
The special feature of Wiener Gemischter Satz – the planting of different grape varieties side by side
in one vineyard - delivers a unique aroma and flavor profile, reflecting the special characteristics of
the wine´s origin. Vintner like Christ, Wieninger, Hajszan or Edlmoser produces this showpiece of
Vienna´s wine sector.

Private tours and tastings
VINTRA™ - the Austrian wine tour expert – connects wine lovers with
the upcoming vintner in Vienna. In private wine tours and tastings
connoisseurs discover the beautiful and traditional boutique wine
estates. In chats with the winemaker and accompanied by a local
expert one learn a lot about the long history of wine in Vienna.
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Time for the capital Vienna

The capital Vienna allows the combination of wine experience with
cultural highlights in this beautiful town. Guests might enjoy the
atmosphere of Vienna, the cosy coffeehouses and maybe an
interesting shopping tour, and have a pleasant stay in one of the
inviting hotels downtown Vienna.

Discover with us Wine in Vienna
Vintra™ organizes private tours and tastings to the top vintner in Vienna, accommodation in excellent
hotels, in the heart of the charming city, private transfers as well as culinary and cultural experiences.
The tours are organized for individuals or groups and are guided by a local expert. That ensures
excellent travel experiences and wonderful wines!
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